View of proposed house through existing entrance pillars on Hope Street, (gates not shown for image clarity).
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1. Introduction
1.1
The site in Hope Terrace is in the Grange area to the south of Edinburgh.
The original property at 5B Hope Terrace has a double garden running from
Strathearn Road to Hope Terrace, unusual for the properties in this street. The
double sized plot will be split into 2 standard size plots with the original property
becoming 4 Strathearn Road and the new villa remaining as 5B Hope Terrace.
Planning in Principle for the new villa was approved in May 2017. A subsequent
application reference 17/06025/AMC was lodged 20th December 2017 and
withdrawn. This application is now for a revised AMSC application in response to
both previous applications.
1.2
The clients have lived in the Grange since January 2011. The new house
is for the client's own use and is to meet their changing family needs over the
long term. They have extensively renovated the existing villa which will be sold to
a new family needing accommodation in the area. The brief for the new house is
to design a four to five bedroom villa in a two storey building with the main
reception rooms located at first floor level. The client is committed to building an
exceptional contemporary house which sits comfortably in its setting and will be a
long term asset to the area.
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2. Description of the site
2.1
As shown in the site location plan the proposal is located in Hope Terrace
within the Grange area to the south of the city of Edinburgh. The planning
application site extends to 0.0988 hectares (988m2 ).
2.2
The site is located within the Grange Conservation Area. Hope Terrace is
a residential area in the Grange characterised by individual villas set in their own
gardens with some mature trees.

Existing property at 4 Strathearn Road (currently known as 5B Hope Terrace)

View of the site towards Hope Terrace

2.3

View of the site from Hope Terrace

Neighbouring properties.

Property to the west

Property to the east
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Contemporary property to the south

2.4
There are a range of styles to the properties in Hope Terrace. Almost all
are two to three storey residential properties and they are consistently located
fairly centrally within the plots with some front and rear garden. Most have vehicle
entrances from the street and parking within the front garden. There is a variety
of finishes, predominantly stone which varies in colour from sandstone to dark
grey but other materials include render and brick. The roofline and style of
properties also show variety and many have individual features such as bay
windows, porches, garage extensions and glazed sun rooms.

Dark brown stone further east on Hope Terrace

Rendered property to the south on Hope Terrace

Bay windows at the east end of Hope Terrace

Brick development at east end of Hope Terrace
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View towards the east

3. The Conservation Area Character and Planning in Principle
3.1
In The Grange Conservation Area Character Appraisal it is noted that
much of the Grange was developed around 1830 with detached and semi
detached villas in their own private gardens. Hope Terrace is typical of this type
of development with villas of outstanding quality and a ‘profusion of architectural
styles and individual or idiosyncratic features’ as can be seen in the photos of the
surrounding area. The roofline has interest and variety, the houses have feature
bay windows and consistently high quality materials are used. Within the Grange
there are also significant 20th and 21st century additions and precedents of
development within the gardens of larger villas.
3.2
In May 2017 Planning in Principle was obtained for a modern villa at 5B
Hope Terrace, Planning Ref 17/01193/PPP, decision date 25th May 2017. The
approval was based on the proposal of a new detached family home with a site
constituting approx. 50% of the footprint associated with the original property at
5B Hope Terrace. The south boundary is to be retained with the existing trees on
that boundary. The east and west boundaries, walls of approx. 1.6m high are
also to be retained and the new boundary to the original house (now to be 4
Strathearn Road) reflects existing boundaries formed between houses on Hope
Terrace and Strathearn Road. The footprint is to mirror the proportion of the
original villa with the line of the proposed north and south boundaries in
alignment with neighbouring properties. The PPP application states the house is
anticipated to be in the region of 350m2 over 2 to 3 storeys with heights and
materials respecting the houses in the area. It was noted in the application that
several of the existing trees would need to be removed to make way for the new
proposal.
4. The Proposals
4.1
The planning application is an Approval of Matters Specified in Conditions
(AMSC) related to the planning permission in principle permission with reference
17/01193/FUL. The PPP granted permission for the principle of a two to three
storey modern house identified by the parameters listed above in 3.2. This
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proposal is in line with that shown in the PPP, though it is proposed to remove 6
additional trees.
4.2
The applicant has appointed a project team (comprising architect,
structural engineer and QS) to deliver a high quality building which will provide
contemporary living accommodation, a design which considers the context and
setting and provides an appropriate and excellent addition to Hope Terrace.
4.3
Similar to the other properties on Hope Terrace the proposal is for a two
storey, 4 to 5 bedroom villa of approximately 366m2 with proportions sympathetic
to the original villa at 5B Hope Terrace. The building is set in the centre of the site
with its frontage and rear elevations lining up with the next door properties to
match the grid patter of villas within the Grange. As is common within the area a
single storey garage is proposed to the side of the main house.
This is a further AMSC application responding specifically to previous concerns
regarding the materials originally proposed for the elevations of the new house.
As the designers it was our view that a simple substitution of one material for
another would not be true to the design. We, therefore, took the decision to reevaluate the overall design while taking on-board the planning department’s
concerns.
For new ideas we looked to the site for inspiration as, we believe, the idea has to
be something that specifically ties this building to its location in terms of mass,
form and materials.
Accordingly, it is the sandstone boundary walls that contain and define the site
that have provided inspiration for the new design.
Our proposal is to extend the existing west boundary wall across the line of the
new house, stepping it up to give it sufficient height and connecting it across to
the boundary wall to the east. Openings forming doors and windows are
incorporated into the wall that, effectively, forms the new ground floor elevation to
the house on the principle elevation.
In complete contrast, the upper level section to the front is of light-weight
construction and floats over the wall head extending towards the tree canopy in
the front garden.
The juxtaposition of the heavy sandstone wall and light-weight floating canopy
demonstrate a strong and simple idea that is aesthetically pleasing to the street.
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4.4 The proposal is to use the existing entrance onto Hope Terrace. The gates
and gate posts will be retained as will the low wall and existing mesh fence.

Image of existing gate and fence - to be retained.

There was originally a Yew and Holly hedge that ran along the line of the wall
and fence. Some of the bushes survive. The plan is to reinstate this original
hedge so that it can grow through the mesh and provide additional screening to
the garden.

Existing mesh fence with remnants of original Holly bush behind.
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Existing mesh fence with remnants of original Yew bush behind.

4.5
At ground floor level the main entrance to the property is set centrally with
generous proportions befitting the Grange area. An entrance hall benefits from
light from the open stair to the rear and also from a glass floor directly above. 4
bedrooms also have good proportions and the master bedroom has dressing
area and ensuite bathroom. A utility room is located close to the garage which
also has space for bicycles, an essential requirement from the client.
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4.6
The main living accommodation is located at first floor level. The open
nature of the plan allows the first floor accommodation to have the largest
windows on the south facing front elevation where overlooking and privacy are
not a concern with windows to the other elevations restricted. Light is also gained
from a roof light at the top of the main stair. On the north, east and west
elevations the projecting bay windows, a contemporary interpretation of the many
bay windows in the Grange area, are directed at angles to avoid overlooking
neighbour’s properties and maintain privacy to the new villa. The study room on
the north side is designed to become a fifth bedroom if required.
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4.7
The massing and design of the building is extremely polite within it’s
context, whilst also a strong contemporary addition to Hope Terrace. The overall
height of the building is well below the height of the adjacent villas to either side.
The front elevation has a strong horizontal emphasis with the sandstone “garden”
wall extending across the site at ground floor level and the glass and metal
feature window floating over the wall head.
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4.8
A restricted palette of high quality and durable external materials have
been chosen to ensure the building will age well and sit quietly in it’s
environment.
The elevation to Hope Terrace will be natural sandstone. We have studied the
stone in the immediate vicinity of the proposed site – see section 4.9. There is no
standard single method of stone walling in the area. Stone colours and detailing
vary throughout. It is this that gives each property its uniqueness and avoids the
monotony of standardization. In keeping with this inherit quality the proposal is to
use light brown sandstone but give it a modern twist by recess pointing the stone.
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The stone patterns on the surrounding buildings have a strong horizontal
emphasis due to the fact the stone is longer on the horizontal bed than the
vertical joint. The intention is to play with this idiom again with a modern twist.
The proposed sand stone will be horizontally coursed however slightly larger
stone bands will be introduced at 600mm centres to subtly give the walls a
horizontal emphasis as per the surrounding buildings.
The first floor projecting window will be zinc clad with clear glass panels. This
zinc cladding continues around from the front elevation along the side elevations
as far as the bay windows, which are also zinc-clad.
The windows are aluminium finished painted windows, the colour of which will
match the zinc finish to the projecting and bay windows.
The walls behind the bay windows on the side elevations and on the full rear
elevation are to be faced in brick. The brick has been chosen as it blends colourwise with the sand stone proposed on the main elevation. This is a high-quality
brick with subtle variations in colour and texture as it is hand made. The intention
is to lime point the brick with a bag rubbed finish to give the brick wall a
monolithic finish.
The front door will have a Corten steel finish. The roof will have a grey single ply
membrane. The large window to the stair at the rear of the building will be
designed with obscured glass commensurate with a traditional villa stair window
restricting views and providing privacy within.
The landscape will follow the same principles with a restricted palette. A spray
grip finish to the main driveway will be selected with stone aggregate. The
owners currently have a beautifully maintained garden with well chosen soft
landscaping and the proposed garden will be modified to suit the new house in a
similar style.
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4.9 Boundary walls have a major effect on the character of the area. There is a
lot of variation in the stone type quality and construction method. Walls are built
as uncoursed random rubble, coursed random rubble and coursed square rubble.
The rubble has a stugged and split face finish.
Entering Hope Terrace from the west end the wall to the south side is formed in
pink sandstone which is uncoursed random rubble.

Uncoursed random rubble walling at end of Hope Terrace.

This wall extends down Hope Terrace and joins a coursed square rubble with a
stugged finish.
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Coursed square rubble walling opposite proposed site.

On the north side the walls tend to be lower as these would have had cast iron
railings. The stone finish here tends to be coursed square rubble.

Coursed square rubble low walling on North side of Hope Terrace.

Garden walls between the properties vary in quality. The wall forming the west
boundary to 5B Hope Terrace is coursed square rubble.
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Garden wall to West side of site.

The garden wall forming the East most boundary is random rubble.

Garden wall to East side of site – random rubble walling.
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Wall treatment to Villas along Hope Terrace.
4.10 The houses along the street are again varied in type, texture and quality of
materials though they are predominantly stone. Below is a summary of the
finishes to the houses surrounding the application site.
Even Numbers Hope Terrace
147 Whitehouse Loan – Backing onto Hope Terrace - wall finish to Hope
Terrace:Render – Wet dash
Colour – white
10 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - smooth.
Colour – light brown.
Joint width 3 - 5mm.
12 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - stugged.
Colour – varying grey / brown.
Course - heights 185mm
Joint width 3-5mm.
14 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – square rubble.
Dressing - stugged.
Colour – varying grey / brown.
Course – coursed.
16 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – square rubble.
Dressing - stugged.
Colour – varying grey / brown.
Course – coursed.
Odd Numbers Hope Terrace
1,3, 5 and 5A Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - broached.
Colour – varying grey / brown.
Course - heights 185mm
Joint width 5mm.
16

7 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - broached.
Colour – light brown.
Course - heights 185mm, lengths 400 – 700mm.
Joint width 10mm.
9,11 and 11A Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Coursed Rubble.
Dressing - stugged.
Colour – grey / brown.
Course - heights 200mm, lengths 400mm.
Joint width varying – wide.
13 and 15 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - broached.
Colour – light brown.
Course - coursed, lengths 400 – 700mm.
Joint width 10mm.
17 and 19 Hope Terrace - wall finish to street :Sand stone – Ashlar.
Dressing - broached.
Colour – light brown.
Course - coursed.
4.11 It was an essential part of the brief that the building will be energy efficient
and sustainable. The villa will be highly insulated and air source heat pump and
solar panels will be used to heat and provide hot water to the building. The air
source heat pump proposed is the Mitsubishi Ecodan Ultra Quiet heat pump.
4.12 The sensitivity of the villa to this heavily wooded site is central to the
design brief. The presence of the mature and specimen trees, particularly around
the perimeter of the site, has informed the design of the house from the
beginning. The location of the living space on the first floor, with views to the
south, for example, was a key requirement of the client, giving them a special
aspect onto the mature trees while retaining privacy.
Given the tree cover on the site – by virtue of the density and height of the
perimeter trees overall - the approach proposed within the garden is to be one in
keeping with a ‘woodland’ and particularly a Scottish woodland. It is proposed to
reinstate the original holly hedge along the southern boundary and to plant two
ornamental trees on the north and north east boundaries. The remainder of the
proposed new planting is to reflect woodland perennials and annuals – in other
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words planting that is wholly engaged with and sensitive to the site and to the
wildlife in the Grange.
A tree survey was commissioned in the early stages of the project, prior to
Planning in Principle being applied for and it has been recently updated for this
application.
It is proposed to remove a total of 16 trees, ten of which sit within the footprint of
the villa. Of the remaining six - three of the proposed tree removals (two large
Lawson Cypress trees and a small holly) are located to the front of the villa.
These three are situated apart from the rich collection of Lime, Sycamore, Ash,
Holly and Yew trees that thickly line the south and west boundaries – all of which
it is proposed are retained. The final three trees (of the total of 16) that it is
proposed are removed are at the rear of the villa, including a small Cotoneastor
where the proposed bin hard standing is to be located, and a further large
Sawara Cypress. The final tree to the rear of the villa which it is proposed to be
removed is a Scots Pine. This is growing hard up against the east garden
boundary wall and close to the neighbouring villa at 7 Hope Terrace. It is
considered prudent to remove this tree for safety reasons, due to its extreme
proximity to both the garden wall and the neighbour’s house.
5. Conclusion
The design concept seeks to promote a contemporary family house of
appropriate scale, design and construction. The design aims to add to the
richness of the Grange area, conforming to the tradition of the outstanding family
villa whilst responding to the demands of modern living in terms of room layout,
high quality materials and sustainable design.
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